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Frédéric Berr and the Savary Bassoon of 1836

The 16-key bassoon shown in the chart of Frédéric Berr’s Méthode complète de basson (Paris
1836) is “one of the most recent instruments from the ateliers of Savary”, the author states
on page 2.1 This is a reference to Jean-Nicolas Savary jeune (1786–1853), one of the most
highly esteemed bassoon makers in Paris. Berr’s remark links a particular model of Savary
bassoon to a fingering chart, to extensive prose comments on performance practice, and
to a circle of bassoonists associated with Berr who were among the foremost players of
the day in Paris and London. It offers insights into the bassoon’s fingerings, reeds, and
the phrasing and expression expected of its players.

Berr, his method and his circle Frédéric Berr (1794–1838) was originally a bassoonist. He
was of German birth, but served in French regiments from 1810 to 1823. He began
studying the clarinet seriously in 1810/11 when he succeeded the retiring music director
of the 39th French Regiment. In 1823, he became music director of the Second Regiment
of Swiss Guards. In 1823 Berr joined the Théâtre Italien orchestra in Paris as second
clarinet, later succeeding Gambaro as principal. As professor of clarinet in the Paris
Conservatoire from 1831 onwards he introduced the custom of playing reed-down (that
is, against the lower lip), and is sometimes called the founder of the French school of
clarinet playing. He served as first clarinettist in the private music of King Louis-Philippe
in 1832.2

Berr’s Méthode is undated, but the title page reads: “This method is adopted for the
teaching of the classes of the Gymnase Musical Militaire”. The Gymnase was founded in
August 1836 to train “chefs de musique” (bandmasters) for the various regiments of the
French army, so the Méthode was presumably published at about the same time. Each
regiment was required to send a student between the ages of 18 and 25 years, chosen by
his colonel, for a two-year course that included tuition on one or more instruments and
in solfège, composition, ensemble playing and direction. Upon completion of the course,
the student was expected to be a good instrumentalist, capable of conducting a military

1 Frédéric Berr: Méthode complète de basson, Paris: J. Meissonier [1836], Reprint in: Méthodes et Traités:

Basson: France 1800–1860, Vol. 2, Courlay 2005, pp. 7–127. All translations by the author – unless other-
wise stated.

2 Our facts about Berr’s early life are taken from François-Joseph Fétis (Biographie universelle des musi-

ciens. Deuxième édition, Paris 1868, Vol. 1, pp. 379 f.), who was his composition teacher at Douai in
1816/17. See Woodrow Joe Hodges: A Biographical Dictionary of Bassoonists Born before 1825, dissertation,
University of Iowa 1980, pp. 97–101.



musique or band, and possessed of the skills necessary to establish a gymnase musical in
his own regiment.

The method was dedicated by Berr to “his friend Barizel, Chevalier of the Légion
d’Honneur, first bassoon of the Académie royale de musique” – that is, the Paris Opéra.
Dominique-Charles-Joseph Barizel (1788–1850) studied at the Paris Conservatoire with
Thomas Delcambre, getting his first prize in 1807. After military service as a bassoonist,
Barizel joined the Opéra (Académie) orchestra in 1814, and he was a founding bassoonist
of the orchestra of the Société des concerts du conservatoire in 1828. “My friend Barizel”

F i g u r e 1 Frédéric Berr, drawn “d’après nature” by P. C. Van Geel;

lithography by Kaeppelin (wikicommons)
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was also the dedicatee of Berr’s Variations for
Bassoon and Piano on “Ma Céline”, which
Barizel performed at a Concert Spirituel in
1828. After the retirement of François-René
Gebauer, Barizel was made professor of bas-
soon at the Conservatoire from 1839 to 1848.
In his method, Berr wrote that he wished to
include

“all the improvements the bassoon has undergone [ad-
ded keys, discussed below] and the theories and the
exercises which can make [this bassoon] appreciated.
I’ve sought assistance from several French and foreign

artists. It is above all to the talent of Messieurs Baumann and Barizel that I own a host of valuable
observations, which a perfect execution and a great practice of teaching have made familiar to them”.3

What was the “great practice of teaching” in which Barizel had already been engaged?
His professorship at the Conservatoire lay years in the future. Was Barizel a bassoon
professor at the Gymnase in 1836? Barizel would seem a logical candidate for the position,
but his name is not cited in almanacs or the press as a Gymnase professor, even in the
earliest listings.

The Belgian-born Friedrich Baumann (1801–1856) won first prize in bassoon at the
Paris Conservatoire in 1822, also under Delcambre. Baumann emigrated to London in
the early 1830s, performing under the colourful conductor Louis-Antoine Jullien and in
other ensembles.

Baumann and the oboist Apollon Barret played a set of variations by Berr for a bene-
fit concert at the King’s Theatre Concert Rooms in London on 15 April 1831. Bau-
mann remained in England during much of 1832 to 1856, notably at the King’s Theatre,
also known as the Haymarket Theatre. But he returned to Paris briefly in 1836 to play
first bassoon for Jullien at the Jardin Turc, a popular pleasure garden.4 It seems that
Baumann was in Paris long enough to advise Berr about the content of his bassoon
method.

F i g u r e 2 Friedrich Baumann. Portrait by

Charles Baugniet (Langwill Archive)
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3 Berr: Méthode, Avertissement.
4 Hodges: Biographical Dictionary, p. 82.



Unmentioned in Berr’s text is Jean Cokken, who was bassoon professor at the Gymnase
by 1837.5 He was possibly appointed after Berr’s method had gone to press. Jean-François
Barthélémy Cokken (Koken, Kokken) studied bassoon under Delcambre at the Conser-
vatoire, winning first prize in bassoon in 1820, two years before Baumann. In 1829 he
became Berr’s colleague in the Théâtre Italien orchestra, and 1831 Barizel’s colleague in
the Académie orchestra. By 1846 Cokken also taught the recently invented saxophone at
the Gymnase, and in 1850 he was still professor of bassoon at the Gymnase. From 1852 to
1875 Cokken was the bassoon professor at the Paris Conservatoire. For his teaching,
Cokken prepared a revision of Berr’s method, including a fingering chart suited to the
new Triebert bassoon, developed circa 1860. In making this choice, Cokken chose to
bypass the more recent bassoon methods by Willent-Bordogni (1844; used at the Paris
Conservatoire 1849–1852), and Jancourt (1847).6

The bassoons of Jean-Nicolas Savary jeune (1786–1853) Jean-Nicolas Savary jeune was the
son of a maker of bassoons and other woodwind instruments. He studied bassoon under
Thomas Delcambre at the Paris Conservatoire, where he received first prize in 1808. He
won just one year after Barizel, who was presumably his classmate. In 1819 Savary jeune
was documented as being a bassoon maker and a bassoonist in the orchestra of the
Théâtre Italien. Four years later, Berr joined the same orchestra. In 1823 Savary described
himself as the inventor of certain mechanical tuning slides for the wing and boot joints
of the bassoon, and as a supplier to the Académie (the Opéra) and royal school (as the
Conservatoire was called between 1817 and circa 1830).7 Barizel and Cokken continued to
play at the Académie until 1837 or later, and Delcambre continued to teach at the Con-
servatoire until 1825.8

By 1834 Savary’s billhead included “fournitures complètes pour Musiques mili-
taires” as well as other merchandise for military bands: “grands Pavillons, etc. pour
Bassons” and “Serpens-Bassons” (that is, metal bells for bassoon, and cup-mouthpiece
serpents in the shape of a bassoon). The inclusion of a picture of a Savary bassoon in
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5 Agenda musical (1837), p. 59.
6 Jean François Barthélemy Cokken: Méthode de basson nouvelle edition de la méthode de F. Beer [sic] revue

et augmentée, Paris: Gerard [circa 1860]. Cokken refers on p. 4 to the diapason normal, which was intro-
duced in 1859. See William Waterhouse: Tutor Chart Etude. A Critical Bibliography of Historical Teaching
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7 William Waterhouse: The New Langwill Index. A Dictionary of Musical Wind-Instrument Makers and

Inventors, London 1993, p. 347.
8 Almanach des spectacles pour 1837 et rappel de 1836, Paris 1837, p. 19; Hodges: A Biographical Dictionary of

Bassoonists Born before 1825, p. 198.



Berr’s fingering chart suggests that Savary
may have been an official supplier to the
Gymnase in 1836.9

Berr wrote that most players used in-
struments with 13 keys, but he believed it
necessary to show the newest bassoon.
The bassoon in Berr’s chart has 16 keys,
an impressive number for 1836, although
a slightly earlier Savary bassoon already
has 16 keys (dated 1833, held today by the
Bate Collection, Oxford). On the 1836 bas-
soon, five or six keys are mounted in old-
fashioned saddles and the remainder on
pillars, which were a novelty at the time.
But this mixture of mountings is com-
mon on Savary’s bassoons, and not neces-
sarily indicative of later additions to an
existing instrument.10

The 1836 bassoon has a closed vent for
low B1 on the bell. On many earlier Savary
bassoons, this B1 vent is drilled on the
long joint, or absent altogether. Savary’s
early bassoons are usually built of maple,
although rosewood becomes common la-
ter. The key covers are flat on early instru-
ments, but domed on later instruments. It

is impossible to tell from Berr’s drawing whether this bassoon has flat flaps or domed
cups, and whether its body is maple or rosewood.

F i g u r e 3 Savary bassoon of 1836.

Berr: Méthode de basson
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9 A surviving bassoon by Savary is inscribed to Victor Bardin, first-prize winner at the Gymnase Musical
Militaire in 1850. Phillip T. Young: 4900 Historical Woodwind Instruments, London 1993, p. 200.

10 One late Savary bassoon, dated 1852, has all but two keys mounted in saddles. Only one documented
Savary bassoon, dated 1853, has all keys in pillars. Young: Historical Woodwind Instruments, pp. 200 f.



Savary’s key mechanism for closing the bocal vent was a characteristic feature. It is present
on an extant octave bassoon dated 1827, and clearly documented (as clef de bocal) in an
invoice dated 11 April 1834.11 Opening either of the two wing keys closed an open-standing
key covering the crook vent; thus the crook vent closed only for the high register, from
A4 to D5. In contrast to later usage, the vent did not close for the low register. In the
picture of Baumann, this mechanism is very carefully depicted; it was probably a point
of pride for both Baumann and Savary.

Fingerings On page two, Berr mentions Almenräder’s reform of the bassoon, which
began in 1817 at the factory of B. Schott et fils in Mainz:

“Meanwhile the need has been felt to remedy the inconveniences of tuning and fingering, and in 1817
a German virtuoso, M. Almenraeder, undertook to reform his instrument completely, and to recon-
struct it in better proportions.”

Berr’s sentence here is paraphrased from an article by François-Joseph Fétis in the Revue

musicale of 1828.12 The firm of Schott had opened a shop in Paris in 1826 where buyers
could purchase Almenräder’s treatise of 1823, Traité sur le perfectionnement du basson, which
was published with a bilingual French and German text.13 The shop evidently had an
Almenräder-Schott bassoon for trial purposes – Fétis wrote that “artists were not slow to
familiarise themselves with the new instrument”.14 Schott was in fact the co-publisher of
Berr’s bassoon method as well as of another recent fingering chart by Küffner.15

Berr says that “the use of the bassoon with seven keys persisted in France while the
Germans had adopted nine or ten keys”. He was probably describing the continuing
influence of Ozi’s method (1803), which remained standard at the Paris Conservatoire; its
chart showed a bassoon with seven keys, namely: F, A �, D, B �, E �, a wing key, and a key
for the right thumb.16 Berr adds, however, that “the French makers have by no means
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11 Paris, Musée de la musique, E. 646. A copy of the invoice is in the Waterhouse Archive, Edinburgh
University Collection of Historic Musical Instruments.

12 Berr: Méthode, p. 2; François-Joseph Fétis: Exposition des produits de l’industrie, in: Revue musicale

(1828), pp. 217–224, here p. 220, Reprint in: Méthodes et Traités: Basson: France 1800–1860, Vol. 1, Courlay
2005, pp. 167–169.

13 Carl Almenräder: Traité sur le perfectionnement du bassoon/Abhandlung über die Verbesserung des Fagotts,
Mainz: Schott [1823]. Although Fétis gave the publication date as 1824, a contemporary bibliographer
cited it as 1823. See Waterhouse: Tutor Chart Etude, p. 17.

14 Fétis: Exposition, p. 221.
15 Joseph Küffner: Principes elementaires de la musique et gamme de basson suivis de 24 duos instructifs, Mainz:

Schott [1828/29].
16 Berr: Méthode, p. 2; Etienne Ozi: Nouvelle méthode de bassoon, Paris, An 11 [1803], unpaginated tablature,

Reprint in: Méthodes et Traités: Basson: France 1800–1860, Vol. 2, Courlay 2005, pp. 7–159.



remained behind [Almenräder], and the successive improvements the bassoon has un-
dergone have given more justesse [accuracy and evenness] to doubtful sounds, and pre-
viously unplayable passages can now be performed”. Of the nine post-Ozi keys added to
the Savary bassoon pictured by Berr, five are closed-standing keys that provide chromatic
pitches: B1, C �2, A �2, C �3, D �3. Another is a plate to close the D1 vent, providing C2. One
more is a second wing key, and another is the crook key. The remaining new key, operated
by the left thumb, is what the British later called the “Creation key”. Here it was men-
tioned solely as a corrective key for the pitch of F �3.

On this coded copy of Berr’s chart, we can see that many of the recommended
fingerings still require the opening or closing of corrective keys.

Shown here in grey, these are keys and tone holes intended primarily for another
function, but are pressed into opportunistic service to strengthen or correct a particular
pitch. For a bassoon that has supposedly been improved in response to the Almenräder
example, this is an eye-opening number of pitches that require correction.

But still more corrections were required, as we learn by reading the comments on
page seven; further pitch or timbre deficiencies, not shown on the chart, are addressed
by pressing keys into corrective uses. Without going into full detail, we can simply list
the many charted fingerings, given uniquely on page seven, that required further correc-
tions: E2, F2, G2, A �2, A2, B �2, B2, B �3, B3 and D4. To summarise this information in a
different way, all the following keys are used – in addition to their primary venting
purpose – as correctives on other pitches: B �, D, E �, F, F �, A �.

F i g u r e 4 Tablature for the Savary bassoon of 1836 (excerpt). Berr: Méthode de basson
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Thus six of the Savary bassoon’s seven traditional keys were used for secondary purposes.
Meanwhile, many of the new chromatic keys were not used regularly for their primary
purpose. On page eight, the section entitled “Different uses of notes with several finge-
rings” offers valuable information about how to interpret the choices given in the chart.
Berr’s comments often contradict his fingering chart.

Berr uses different symbols on page eight to indicate three classes of fingering. “D”
indicates “doigté ordinaire”, i. e. normal fingering. Interestingly, all these “normal” fin-
gerings are the old fork fingerings, still used in most technical passages. “C” indicates clé

or key. The new chromatic keys are used mostly to sound pitches that alternate with the
lower semitone:

The new D � key, number 11, was also used to assist the octave slur from D �3 to D �4. In
the absence of a tongue stroke or a fingering change, the octave slur would be an un-
assisted shift from the fundamental to the first overtone. This is always difficult to
execute, so providing this assistance is not surprising. Berr does not make clear whether
the new key was used on the lower or the upper note.

The third symbol is a wedge, indicating a “fourche” or fork fingering. Berr does not
explain why the fork fingerings for B �2, B �3, and D �4 are not considered normal (“doigté
ordinaire”). The fork fingering for D �4 was probably weak and mostly suited to technical
passages. But the new fingering for B �2 and B �3, using key No. 11, was apparently so much
better-sounding that Berr accepted it as the new standard. This is surprising to con-
template, because using the right ring finger on key No. 11 compromises its traditio-
nal duty, which is to open and close finger hole No. 6, the A vent. This new double duty
leads quickly to difficulty in passages from G2 to B �2 or G3 to B �3, or vice versa. Never-
theless, the old fork fingering, in Berr’s eyes, has forfeited its former status as “doigté
ordinaire”.

As always on the early bassoon, there is a dichotomous approach to F �2 and its octave
F �3. The lower F �2, fingered 123 456 F F �, is a change from Ozi, who preferred a fork
fingering.17 But neither Berr’s F �2 fingering nor Ozi’s is overblown to produce the higher

F i g u r e 5 A prominent use of the Savary bassoon’s new chromatic

keys was to play non-technical sequences in semitones.
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17 Ozi: Méthode, shows 123 456 F E.



octave. Berr’s F �3 has two fingerings based on the ancient fingering given by Cugnier and
Ozi, which is instead based on F2. Berr’s fingerings are variations on this:

--- 456 F E �, or
-23 456 [F], and key 13.18

Reeds and Embouchure Berr gives an invaluable clue as to what the Savary player
expected of his reed:

“One must keep the head up and not press the reed with the upper lip; the reed is leaned against the
lower lip, forming an angle with it, in order to modify the timbre of the cane. This inclination is very
necessary; it gives the means of managing the embouchure [or wind] and of playing all notes of the
compass with equal assurance. The reed must be surrounded by the lips up until three lines [0.25
inches] from the first ring [or wire], such that the air cannot escape from the corners of the mouth; it
is thus that the tongue stroke directs it into the instrument.”19

This is what some later writers called the “oblique” embouchure. While Berr does not
give a drawing,20 the Cugnier/Laborde method of 1780 had illustrated the angle recom-
mended. Jancourt included a similar drawing in his method of 1847.21

In fact, the oblique embouchure is mentioned in at least 28 bassoon methods between
1780 and 1911, including the Conservatoire-sanctioned Ozi method of 1803. The oblique
embouchure was widespread and nearly universal among bassoonists between 1780 and
1880, to judge from written evidence. Almost every method that addresses the topic of

F i g u r e 6 Depictions of the oblique

embouchure published in 1780 and 1847:

(above) Cugnier: Basson, in: Laborde:

Essai sur la musique, p. 332; (below)

Jancourt: Méthode théorique et pratique

pour le basson, p. 15
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18 Pierre Cugnier: Basson, in: Jean-Benjamin de Laborde: Essai sur la musique ancienne et moderne, Paris
1780, Vol. 1, pp. 323–343, here p. 342, and Ozi: Méthode, unpaginated tablature. Both show -23 456 F as
the fingering for F �3. Berr’s second fingering for F �3, namely -23 456 G �, with the additional opening
of key 13, is probably a mistake. Instead of key 9 (A � key), he presumably meant to write key 8 (F key).

19 Berr: Méthode, p. 4.
20 In fact we read under “De L’Anche” in paragraph three: “The reed must have the proportions shown

on page 5 …”. This page is missing, however, in both the Fuzeau facsimile (based on Paris, Biblio-
theque nationale Vm8 J1) and the copy in the Bate Collection, Oxford University. So the original state
of this method was intended to contain a drawing of a reed as well as a drawing of a bassoon. Perhaps
it did, and perhaps a surviving copy will be found. Berr: Méthode, p. 4.

21 Cugnier: Basson, p. 332; Eugène Jancourt: Méthode théorique et pratique pour le basson, Paris: Richault
[1847], p. 15.



embouchure during this hundred-year period recommends the oblique embouchure,
using a variety of terms, including “inclination” and “Neigung”. Clear dissent begins to
appear only in 1880.22

Although we are roughly at the 50-year anniversary of the modern revival of playing
the early bassoon, few 21st-century players have investigated this well-documented em-
bouchure, and few living makers of reeds for the early bassoon have explored its impli-
cations for reed finishing. Yet the embouchure offers unique information about how the
early bassoon reed was expected to respond. This information is not available from Ozi’s
drawing, nor from Ozi’s measurements, nor from similar measurements in other early
methods.

The type of reed that works well with the oblique embouchure can be called a highly
“compliant” reed, borrowing a term well known to acousticians. A term more familiar to
English-speaking bassoonists is a very “free-blowing” reed; it is the opposite of a “re-
sistant” reed. It plays low notes easily (if not loudly), but high notes only with difficulty.
The oblique embouchure is a sort of trick that allows the player to exploit the particular
characteristics of such a reed, achieving a clear tone and a dependable response in all
registers.

When I experiment with the oblique embouchure myself on various original and
reproduction Classical bassoons, I notice some local effects and some general effects. The
“octave” fingering for F �3 (–23 456 E), seemingly logical but absent from all early fingering
charts, is flat and dull when played with the oblique embouchure; perhaps this is the
explanation for its absence. Furthermore, the pitch B3, which is noticeably flat when
played with a horizontal embouchure, often rises into tune when played with the oblique
embouchure. Then there are two more general points. While a suitably compliant reed
can play both low and high notes well with an oblique embouchure, the same reed buzzes
and sounds comb-like on low notes and is unresponsive on high notes when played with
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22 The oblique embouchure is recommended in each of the following bassoon methods, editions, trans-
lations, or commentaries. Full citations for most are given in Waterhouse: Tutor Chart Etude. Cug-
nier/Laborde (Paris 1780), p. 54; Berg (Kristiansand/Norway 1782), p. 59; Ozi (Paris 1787), p. 5; Abrahame
(Paris circa 1800), p. 2; Ozi (Paris 1803), p. 2; Ozi (Offenbach 1805; French/German), pp. 3–5; Ozi (Leipzig
1806; German), p. 2; Fröhlich (Bonn 1810), p. 58; Héral/Ozi (Paris/Lyon circa 1810), p. 9; Ozi (Paris circa
1820), p. 10; Schwarz 1823 (manuscript letter by a Berlin bassoonist); Fröhlich (Würzburg 1829), p. 153;
Berr (Paris 1836), p. 4; Fahrbach (Vienna 1840), p. 7; Ozi ( ? Paris 1844), p. 3; Willent-Bordogni (Paris 1844),
p. 4; Willent-Bordogni, transl. Cattaneo (Milan 1844), p. 5; Nemetz (Vienna circa 1845), p. 47; Niemetz,
transl. Merrick (London after 1845), p. 47; Jancourt (Paris 1847), p. 15; Berr, rev. Cokken (Paris circa 1860),
p. 7; Tamplini (London 1859), p. 11; Romero y Andía (Bilbao circa 1875), p. ix; Fröhlich (Berlin circa
1878), pp. 11 f.; Jancourt/Bordogni (London circa 1880), p. 2; Bourdeau (Paris 1890), p. 1; Ozi, rev. Tor-
riani (Milan circa 1895), article 3; Jancourt/James (London 1911), p. 8.



a horizontal embouchure. And when a suitably compliant reed is played with the oblique
embouchure, a slightly brassy or mordant quality – a desirable “bite” in Cugnier’s words
– enters the entire gamut of the bassoon.23 Berr makes an instructive comparison on page
four:

“The proportions of the reed are by no means fixed. The Germans use very strong reeds and produce
disagreeable sounds. The English exceed even this harshness, and it is impossible for them to play
piano because their reeds are so rough that it takes a great burst of air to articulate notes. In France
one uses reeds of all sorts, but the experience of good artists has led them to recognise a desirable
proportion and form.”24

The verdict on English bassoonists possibly came through Baumann, who had played in
many English orchestras.

The oblique embouchure was documented in French and German methods, decades
before Berr. Even though they had the oblique embouchure in common, French and
German bassoonists produced noticeably different sounds through their different reeds.
The first known discussion of oblique embouchure in an English method dates from
circa 1859, when the regimental bandmaster Tamplini wrote that the reed is “rather
inclined downwards on the right side”.25 Were English players in 1836 using the oblique
embouchure with their rough, explosive-sounding reeds? We can only note that Berr
mentions different reeds and sounds, but not different embouchures.

Three months before the Gymnase Musical Militaire opened, the Musical World

offered a comment on Berr’s advisor Baumann, comparing him to one German and to
two English players:

“Baumann is the best bassoon player we have ever heard, with the possible exception of Preymeyer
[Preumayr] in the King of Sweden’s band […] but Mr. Baumann has not so pure a quality of tone as […]
Messrs. Mackintosh or Denman; nevertheless he is an excellent orchestral player.”26

Perhaps the critic is saying here that Baumann’s tone contained a buzz, a sizzle, an
unevenness, or some other imperfection. John Mackintosh (1767–1853) and Edmund
James Denman (fl. 1784–1839), two leading players in London, apparently had a “purer”
tone, lacking such imperfections.27 A certain delicacy in French bassoon playing was
implied in 1829, when Fétis wrote that Mackintosh, one of the leading bassoonists of
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23 The bassoon’s sound “must not be entirely without the kind of bite [espece de mordant] proper to it,
which gives it the necessary timbre, for then it would resemble that of the serpent”. Cugnier: Basson,
pp. 333 f.

24 Berr: Méthode, p. 4.
25 Giuseppe Tamplini: The Bandsman, London: Rudall, Carte [circa 1859], p. 11.
26 The Musical World, 6 May 1836, p. 126.
27 On Preumayr, Mackintosh, and Denman, see Hodges: Biographical Dictionary, pp. 519–522, 436, 199 f.



London, “produces a voluminous sound which is wanting in the greater part of Parisian
artists”.28 In the Illustrated London News of 13 January 1844, a critic offered another descrip-
tion of Baumann’s playing:

“If he do [sic] not possess the full round tone of other performers on his delicious instrument, he has
a greater power of delicate inflection, and a breathingness of sound that might ‘create a soul under
the ribs of death!’”29

This odd passage is a laboured attempt to express the sound of Baumann’s bassoon in
words. The word “breathingness” is not familiar English, but the critic stretches conven-
tion to evoke Baumann’s power of “delicate inflection”, presumably achieved through
exacting breath control. A tune or “strain that might create a soul under the ribs of death”
– a borrowing from the poet Milton – is another studied compliment to Baumann. Milton
used the chilly image in his Comus to paraphrase “a soft and solemn-breathing sound /
rose like a steam of rich distilled perfumes”.30

Expression and Interpretation Berr gives much advice on expression and phrasing, and
his expectations of the military bassoonist are high. The player is expected, for example,
to accent appoggiatura notes as a matter of course, tapering off on the note of resolution
(figure 7).

Berr gives exercises on swelling and diminishing the sound – the classic singer’s
messa di voce (figure 8). He gives examples of sons coupés or unwritten staccatos. When
combined with accented long notes, Berr says, they give more elegance and spring to the
phrase (figure 9). One piece of advice is at first puzzling:

“The action of sending air through the instrument and the fingerings are two distinct things. When
one wishes to make the sound vibrate, the lips must not participate with the various movements of
the fingers.”31

During the second quarter of the nineteenth century, bassoonists were expected to pro-
duce a fingered vibrato when playing in the middle or upper register. This practice was
forgotten by the early 20th century, but we can read similar instructions in several treatises.
Jancourt called this vibrato effect “tremblement”, while Neukirchner, Almenräder, and
Hürth called it “Beben”.32
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28 Hodges: Biographical Dictionary, pp. 435 f.
29 Illust rated London News, 13 January 1844, p. 29.
30 John Milton: A Masque Presented at Ludlow Castle, 1634 [Comus], in: John Milton. The complete shorter

poems, ed. by John Carey, Edinburgh 22007, p. 208.
31 Berr: Méthode, p. 21.
32 See also James B. Kopp: The Bassoon, New Haven/London 2012, pp. 139, 142, 144.



F i g u r e 7 Appogiatura notes tapering off on the note of resolution. Berr: Méthode de basson, p. 20

F i g u r e 8 Swelling and diminishing of long tones. Berr: Méthode de basson, p. 20

F i g u r e 9 Sons coupés. Berr: Méthode de basson, p. 21

F i g u r e 1 0 Long-line versus local phrasing. Berr: Méthode de basson, p. 22

F i g u r e 1 1 Orchestral excerpt: Rossini: Il Barbiere di Siviglia, overture.

Berr: Méthode de basson, p. 63, No. 16
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Berr describes the practice of “nuance” as the art of transition from forte to piano and
vice versa. The nuance may be notated by the composer, or it may be suggested by the
taste of the artist, but it must in any case be performed with such suppleness that no hint
of difficulty is apparent. In English we would simply call this the art of phrasing. Berr
calls for the nuances to be ongoing at various levels; the nuances apply to a few notes, to
longer phrases, and to the entire piece. In other words, the phrasing is hierarchical. In
this example, the first staff shows large-scale phrasing over four measures. The second
staff shows a more locally conceived approach to phrasing, which is to be avoided here,
Berr says (figure 10).

Expressivity was expected of bassoonists at the Gymnase, who were assigned operatic
melodies for study. These were often the singer’s vocal lines, demanding the elaborate
phrasing described above. Figure 11 shows an example of a very early orchestral excerpt
for bassoon.

Conclusion Berr gives several unexpected
insights into the player’s personal engage-
ment with the Savary bassoon. The obvious
distinction of the new bassoon of 1836 was
its several added chromatic keys. We can see
and count the keys ourselves, but only by
consulting Berr’s text do we learn that the
player ignored the added keys much of the
time. Was the Savary bassoon of 1836 funda-
mentally different from the seven-key bas-
soon of Ozi’s era? This is an apt question,
because a large number of pitches still re-
quired corrective fingerings. Four of the bas-
soonist-advisors in Berr’s circle studied
under Thomas Delcambre. Despite the ap-
parent novelty of Savary’s bassoon, Berr fre-
quently recommended the old-fashioned fingerings that Delcambre would have learned
from his teacher Ozi before the Revolution.

Berr, like Fétis, claimed that French bassoons had been redesigned in response to
Almenräder’s reforms. But it seems likely that both Berr and Fétis were referring mostly
to the addition of new chromatic tone holes and their keys. More radical reforms of the
scope of Almenräder’s – like the relocation and enlargement of some existing tone holes,
a stretching of the bassoon’s ascending bore, and double venting of G �2, A2, B �2, and
their octaves – are rare or absent in surviving Savary bassoons.

F i g u r e 1 2 Thomas Delcambre. Engraving

by Gilles-Louis Chrétien (Langwill Archive)
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Like Ozi and Cugnier before him, Berr taught the oblique embouchure, not the horizon-
tal embouchure known to most modern bassoonists. Feedback via this embouchure tells
us much about the scrape and adjustment of an early bassoon reed. Using the oblique
embouchure, French players were able to produce a tone of great sensitivity and modest
size. Using a similar embouchure with different reeds, German (and probably also Eng-
lish) bassoonists produced a larger tone.

Berr reminds us that in his time any gap between military music and concert music
was narrow. While he was director of the Gymnase Musical Militaire, Berr held some of
the highest positions available to a clarinettist in Paris. Barizel likewise held important
military and civilian posts in rapid succession. Savary’s bassoons were in use in the
military, but also in the Opéra, the king’s private music, and the Conservatoire. At certain
times and places, “military models” of bassoons were of lower quality than concert in-
struments. It is clear that this was not true of Savary’s bassoons.

Berr’s method demands far more from the bassoon student than blunt renditions
of military marches. Much attention is given to intonation, phrasing, breathing, and
articulation. Trills on every chromatic degree of the scale are taught, at least in the middle
and upper registers. In Berr’s duos and in the exercises and preludes that conclude the
method, the bassoon rises frequently to B4 or C5, while legato slurring over wide intervals
is regularly expected. The student was expected to become a polished interpreter, com-
fortable in all tonalities.

Thanks to Berr’s method, we know a great deal about what was expected of a French
bassoonist in 1836. But only by reading Berr closely – going well beyond the fingering
chart – do we know what the player of 1836 expected of his Savary bassoon. For the
21st-century player of a Savary bassoon – or the maker of a reproduction instrument –
there are many rewards here, and many surprises.
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